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not completely address the space of potential exceptional
behavior. Of those bug reports, over half were caused by a
small set of commonly noisy external resources (localization
and connection). When we analyzed those reports in detail,
we found that two thirds were caused by a series of exceptions following non-trivial patterns most of which could not
be detected by existing validation approaches.
Based on those findings, we develop an automated approach to support the detection of faults in exception handling code that deals with external resources. Our approach
is simple, scalable, and effective in practice when combined
with a test suite that invokes the resources of interest. The
approach first instruments the target program so that the
results of calls to external resources of interest can be
mocked at will to return exceptions. Then, existing test
cases are systematically amplified by re-executing them on
the instrumented program under various mocked patterns
to explore the space of exceptional behavior. When an
amplified test reveals a fault, the mocking pattern applied
with the test serves as an explanation of the failure induced
by the external resource. To control the number of amplified
tests the approach prunes tests with duplicate calls and
call-outcomes to the external resources, and bounds the
number of calls that define the space of exceptional behavior
explored.
The approach is built on two assumptions. First, it builds
on the small scope hypothesis [13], often used by techniques
that systematically explore a state space, which advocates
for exhaustively exploring the program space up to a certain
bound. The underlying premisse is that many faults can
be exposed by performing a bounded number of program
operations, and that by doing so exhaustively no corner cases
are missed. Several studies and techniques have shown this
approach to be effective (e.g., [2], [5], [6]) and we build on
those in this work. In our approach the bound corresponds to
the length of the mocked patterns. Second, we assume that
the program under test has enough tests cases to provide
coverage of the invocations to the resources of interest.
The increasing number and maturity of automated test case
generation techniques and tools support this assumption. If
this assumption holds, then the approach can automatically
and effectively amplify the exposure of code handling exceptional behavior.

Abstract—Validating code handling exceptional behavior is
difficult, particularly when dealing with external resources that
may be noisy and unreliable, as it requires: 1) the systematic
exploration of the space of exceptions that may be thrown
by the external resources, and 2) the setup of the context to
trigger specific patterns of exceptions. In this work we present
an approach that addresses those difficulties by performing an
exhaustive amplification of the space of exceptional behavior
associated with an external resource that is exercised by a
test suite. Each amplification attempts to expose a program
exception handling construct to new behavior by mocking an
external resource so that it returns normally or throws an
exception following a predefined pattern. Our assessment of the
approach indicates that it can be fully automated, is powerful
enough to detect 65% of the faults reported in the bug reports
of this kind, and is precise enough that 77% of the detected
anomalies correspond to faults fixed by the developers.
Keywords-Test transformation; exception handling

I. I NTRODUCTION
Exception handling constructs are meant to increase application robustness. In practice, however, the code handling
exceptions is not only difficult to implement [15] but also
challenging to validate (e.g., [11], [17], [22].)
We conjecture that the validation challenge is particularly
relevant when dealing with systems that must interact with
external resources that can be noisy and unreliable, and
exhibit transient and unpredictable failures [16]. Consider,
for example, an exception handling construct to check for
the end of a sequential input stream. The reliability of the
stream is rarely in doubt, the end of the file is a certainty,
and standard testing frameworks provide mocking support
for streams. In contrast, an exception handling construct
interacting with noisy and often unreliable localization,
communication, and sensor services, cannot make such
simplifying assumptions, requiring more complex and hence
harder to validate implementations.
In this work we set out to quantify and to mitigate such
challenge. We start by studying bug reports of five popular
ubiquitous open source applications for the Android phone
platform (Section II). The study provides evidence of the
fault proneness of and difficulties in validating exception
handling constructs in this application domain. Almost a
third of the bug reports that led to code fixes were caused by
poorly implemented exception handling constructs that did
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Table I
S UMMARY OF A RTIFACTS
Application

Resource API

Version

LOC

Barcode Scanner
Keepassdroid
myTracks
SipDroidVoIP
XBMC remote

android.net
android.database / android.net
android.database / android.location
android.net
android.net / android.bluetooth

r1220
v0.9.3
r195
r340
r317

18170
7713
5918
18150
10880

•

•

Unit Test Suite
Exe Time (sec)
275
102
367
135
234

Table II
C LASSIFICATION OF C ONFIRMED AND F IXED B UG R EPORTS
Bug reports - Confirmed and Fixed
Application
Total Exceptions
Exceptions with
External Resources
Barcode Scanner
136
47
17 (13%)
Keepassdroid
45
23
16 (36%)
myTracks
46
21
11 (24%)
SipDroidVoIP
252
39
27 (11%)
XBMC remote
105
39
27 (26%)

Our contributions are:
•

#
117
34
55
39
78

A study quantifying the frequency and providing a
characterization of the faults associated with exception
handling code constructs and more specifically with
those related to handling noisy resources that cannot
be controlled with simple input manipulation.
An approach for automatically amplifying the space of
exceptional behavior associated with external resources
covered by a test suite. We present a definition of the
problem in terms of the space of potentially thrown
exceptions by the external resources, the architecture
of the approach, and our implementation.
An assessment of the cost-effectiveness of the approach
when applied to several real scenarios. With just a small
set of external resources and the artifacts’ original tests,
the amplified suite reported anomalies that led to code
fixes 77% of the time and that included 65% of the
reported bugs.

Table I provides a summary of the artifacts. Column
“Resource API” shows the types of resource APIs the
application calls. Since many external resources are managed
through APIs, we decided to focus on the ones that use the
Android API to manage communication and sensing. The
version of each application that we use for the evaluation
corresponds to the oldest version against which a bug report
is available. Columns “Version” and “LOC” denote the
chosen version and lines of code respectively. Column “Unit
Test Suite” denotes the number of unit tests shipped with
each application, and the time it takes to run those tests.
The repositories held thousands of bug reports. Among
those, 584 were confirmed by the developers and addressed
through a code revision. Utilizing the bug repositories’
search facilities we then identified the bug reports that
mentioned keywords such as exception, throw, catch which
resulted in 282 reports. We then examined each of those bug
reports to identify the ones that were caused by incomplete
or erroneous coding of exception handlers. We found that
169 of the confirmed and fixed bug reports had to do with
poor implementation of the exception handling constructs.
Last, we analyzed each report in further detail to identify
the ones that had to do with exceptions thrown when
services associated with the localization, bluetooth, network
resources were invoked.
Our detailed findings are reported in Table II. Column
“Total” shows the total number of reports that were confirmed and linked to a fix. Columns “Exception” and “Exceptions with External Resources” report the counts of the
more detailed analyses. Even for the small set of external
resources we examined, the data suggests that 29% of the
confirmed and fixed bugs have to do with poor exceptional
handling code, and that 17% correspond to interactions with
external resources.
These findings must be taken in the light of the scope of
the study. We study five applications in a domain where we
suspected troubles with exception handling because of the

II. M AGNITUDE OF THE P ROBLEM
In this section we study the prevalence of faults associated
with code that handles exceptions. The study focuses on free
popular applications for the Android platform which often
rely extensively on APIs that work with external resources
like wireless connections, databases, GPS, or bluetooth.
The selection of artifacts for the study consisted of the
following steps. First, we collected a pool of 210 candidate applications from the following sources: Wikipedia
[14] (121), Le Wiki Koumbit [19] (40), Trac [20] (15),
OpenStreetMapWiki [27] (8), and Android Open Source DB
[7] (26). We then use statistics provided by Cyrket [21] to
identify the applications with more than 50K downloads.
This left us with 25 applications. Since we are interested in
applications with certain level of development maturity, we
refined our selection criteria by retaining applications that 1)
had an active and public bug tracking repository (excluded
15 apps), 2) had multiple versions (excluded none), and 3)
shipped with a unit test suite (excluded 5 more). These
constraints left us with 5 applications: myTracks, a geotagging application; XBMC remote, a remote control for
the XBMC media center; Barcode Scanner, a retriever of
online information; Keepassdroid, a password keeper that
syncs with cloud services; and SipDroidVoIP, a voice over
IP client.
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/ / M1: S e t s t h e c o r r e c t r e s p o n s e f o r m a t
public boolean setResponseFormat ( . . . ) {
w h i l e ( ! r e t . c o n t a i n s ( ‘OK’ ) )
r e t = query ( ‘ setResponseFormat ’ , . . . ) ;
}
/ / M2: R e t u r n s s y s t e m i n f o
public String getSystemInfo ( . . . ) {
r e t u r n query ( ‘ G e t S y s t e m I n f o ’ , . . . ) ;
}
/ / M3: R e t u r n s l i s t o f media c u r r e n t l y p l a y i n g
public ICurrentlyPlaying getCurrentlyPlaying () {
l i s t . add ( q u e r y ( ‘ G e t C u r r e n t P l a y i n g ’ , ‘ m u s i c ’ ) ) ;
l i s t . add ( q u e r y ( ‘ G e t C u r r e n t P l a y i n g ’ , ‘ v i d e o ’ ) ) ;
mediaFiles = l i s t . get ( ‘ Filename ’ ) ;
...
}
/ / E x e c u t e s an HTTP API method
p u b l i c S t r i n g query ( S t r i n g method , S t r i n g p a r ) {
try {
URL u r l = f o r m a t Q u e r y S t r i n g ( method , p a r ) ;
URLConnection uc = u r l . o p e n C o n n e c t i o n ( ) ;
uc . g e t I n p u t S t r e a m ( ) ;
...
} catch ( Exception e ) {
mErrorHandler . handle ( e ) ;
return ” ” ;
}}
/ / Centralized exception handler
public void handle ( Exception e x c e p t i o n ) {
t r y { throw e x c e p t i o n ; }
catch ( NoSettingsException e ) { . . . }
catch ( NoNetworkException e ) { . . . }
catch ( WrongDataFormatException e ) { . . . }
catch ( HttpException e ) { . . . }
catch ( IOException e ) {
s t a r t A c t i v i t y ( new C o n n e c t i o n ( . . . ) ) ;
}}

Figure 1. Code excerpt (with comments added for readability) from XBMC
Remote Revision 220 with a faulty exception handling mechanism.

types of resources being managed. Still, there are literally
tens of thousands of applications like this deployed and we
expect for these findings to generalize to them. We also echo
the threat to validity often raised when dealing with such
open source repositories in terms of their noise which is
compounded by the fact that the analysis of the bug reports
required some level of judgement by one of the authors
and as such is subject to experimentation bias. The data
is available to enable other researchers to control it 1 .
Even in light of these limitations, these findings support
what we had informally observed in terms of the magnitude
of the problem associated with exceptional behavior caused
by external resources. With these issues in mind, we proceed
to illustrate what makes exposing these faults difficult and
how the proposed approach addresses those challenges.
III. D IFFICULTIES IN E XPOSING FAULTY E XCEPTIONAL
B EHAVIOR
Figure 1 shows a code excerpt from the Android application XBMC Remote which implements a remote control for
the XBMC media player and multimedia center application.
Lines 1-16 of Figure 1 list three methods that are called

sequentially during the initialization phase of the application.
The method setResponseFormat attempts to format an http
request for subsequent data fetching; method getSystemInfo fetches basic system information of the XBMC media
center; and method getCurrentlyPlaying fetches a list of
currently playing music and videos. All three methods use
a subroutine query (Lines 17-27) to communicate with the
server application. The query method attempts to establish
an URL connection and fetch contents. The API call at line
21 can throw an IOException if the connection is down.
This exception is caught by the catch clause (Line 24),
which calls mErrorHandler.handle, a centralized error handler (Lines 28-37). When the catch clause for IOException
(line 35) is executed, an attempt to renew the connection is
performed.
A bug report issued against this code and deemed high
priority by the developers, indicated that the application
crashed at launch when the web connection became intermittent2 . The report’s trace log shows that the crash was caused
by an elaborated series of successful and failed queries to
the API managing the connection. For the failure to be
exposed, queries at lines 4 and 8 needed to succeed, but
queries at lines 12 and 13 had to throw an exception. These
exceptions caused for line 14 to reference a null variable
mediaFiles, and a subsequent dereference on that variable
caused a NullPointerException and crashed the application.
Similar issues associated with the poor handling of exceptional events triggered by external resources represent 26%
of the bugs reported in XBMC Remote.
This example conveys two interesting points. First, regarding the difficulties of developing tests for such exceptional
scenarios, detecting such faults would require: 1) the control
of an external resource (connection) to turn it on and off in a
prescribed manner, and 2) the systematic exploration of the
space of exceptional program behavior that can be triggered
through the invocation of an external resource.
Second, regarding the capabilities of existing validation
techniques, we note that more precise program representations that include exceptional edges may help to detect
components that require additional tests to cover exceptional
behavior but assistance to develop such tests is lacking. We
also observe that simply covering exceptional edges may
not be enough as some of the sequences of throws resulting
in failures are quite elaborate. Alternative approaches that
mine common patterns of exception handling and use those
to detect potential anomalies present different tradeoffs as
they may be effective for simpler patterns, but struggle as the
space of exceptional constructs becomes richer. We discuss
and compare some of these approaches later in the paper.
IV. T EST A MPLIFICATION
We propose an approach for detecting faulty implementations of exception handling constructs through the exhaustive

1 http://cse.unl.edu/∼pzhang/data/icse12.zip

2 http://code.google.com/p/android-xbmcremote/issues/detail?id=84
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amplification of the space of exceptional program behavior
explored by each test and associated with an external resource up to a user-defined number of invocations. Conceptually, the approach first instruments the target program by
adding a mocking device to take the place of the external
resources of interest, it then amplifies each original test by
exposing it to all possible resource thrown exceptions while
monitoring for program failures.
A. Overview with Example
Figure 2. Illustration of Test Amplification up to Length 5. Each path
from the root to a leaf corresponds to a mocking pattern. 32 patterns are
explored and 4 failing patterns (marked as FP1-FP4) are found.

Following with the example of the previous section, the
external resource of interest is connection, which corresponds to API calls on URLConnection in the query method
(line 21). The approach instruments the program to enable
the mocking of the invoked API methods so they can throw
an exception. The approach is exhaustive in that it explores
all the possible mocking patterns bounded by a specified
number of invocations to the connection resource API, which
we call the mocking length.
The exploration process with a mocking length of five
is illustrated in Figure 2. The nodes correspond to calls
to the API containing the resource of interest, the edges
represent whether an exception is thrown (1) or not (0),
and the tree height corresponds to the mocking length. To
simplify the explanation, we label the nodes with the line
number of the query method call sites. A path from the
root to a leaf node represents a specific mocking pattern
explored by an amplified test. So, for example, the mostleft path corresponds to a normal execution of an amplified
test where no exceptions are thrown. The right-most path
corresponds to a pattern where all calls to the target API
throw an exception.
Out of the 25 patterns explored, four patterns (labeled FP1
- FP4) revealed terminating program failures (marked with
the bolder edges and ending in a star). FP1, for example,
corresponds to the mocking pattern that operates normally
for the calls to the API launched in lines 4 and 8, but throws
an exception at lines 12 and 13 that lead to a crash. We note
that this pattern, which shows queries that work normally
when invoked at lines 4 and 8, and fail at lines 12 and 13,
matches the situation described in the bug report.
For each failure, the approach generates a report that
records 1) type of resource being mocked, 2) mocking
pattern, 3) type of exception being thrown, and 4) call trace
after the exception is thrown. Figure 3 contains the failure
report corresponding to FP 1 in Figure 2. Such failure reports
are used to communicate with the user and also as a basis
for various types of filters to control the number of tests
kept or shown to the user. For example, a simple failurefilter prunes all reports that did not lead to an exceptional
termination caused by the mocked resource. A distinctfailure filter prunes reports with the same type of exception
thrown and the same call trace prefix, only reporting the tests
with the shorter mocking pattern (the intuition behind this

Mocked R e s o u r c e API : j a v a . n e t . URLConnection
Mocking P a t t e r n : Normal ( 4 ) , Normal ( 8 ) , Throw ( 1 2 ) ,
Throw ( 1 3 )
E x c e p t i o n Type : I O E x c e p t i o n
Trace :
j a v a . io . IOException thrown
xbmc . a n d r o i d . u t i l . E r r o r H a n d l e r . h a n d l e
xbmc . a n d r o i d . u t i l . C o n n e c t i o n . q u e r y
xbmc . h t t p a p i . c l i e n t . C o n t r o l C l i e n t . g e t C u r r e n t P l a y i n g
xbmc . h t t p a p i . t y p e . I C u r r e n t P l a y i n g . add
xbmc . h t t p a p i . t y p e . I C u r r e n t P l a y i n g . g e t
j a v a . lang . N u l l P o i n t e r E x c e p t i o n thrown
...
T h r e a d main e x i t i n g due t o u n c a u g h t e x c e p t i o n
Figure 3.

Failure Report corresponding to FP1

decision is that a shorter pattern is easier to understand and
helps debug the failure.) According to this latest filter, in our
example, all failure reports had the same type of exception
and trace so we just keep FP1.
Equipped with an intuition of the challenges and the
approach, we now proceed to define them more formally.
B. Problem Definition
Given program P , test suite T , and API R managing the
resources of interest to the tester, we formally define the
problem domain as follows.
Definition 4.1: Resource-sensitive function calls: set of
calls F in P to functions in R. Each call has an associated
target function name and location.
In the previous example, F would contain calls such as
openConnection21 .
Definition 4.2: Resource-sensitive function call sequence:
seqi = [f1 , f2 , . . . , fn ], where fj ∈ F , generated by the
execution of ti ∈ T on P . More generally, SEQT =
{seq|∀t ∈ T , seq = exec(PF , t)}.
For example, assuming that the bug report had an associated test t84 then seq84 = {oC21 , oC21 , oC21 , oC21 } ( oC
is the abbreviation of openConnection.)
Definition 4.3: Space of Exceptional Behavior: each call
in seqi either returns normally or raises an exception
defining a space of exceptional behaviors Sti = seqi ×
(normal, exception). We call each one of the products an
exception mocking pattern.
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Following with the previous example, assuming the resource can raise just one type of potential exception, seq84
may reveal a space of up to 16 (24 ) behaviors depending
on whether each invocation
returns normally or not. Con[
sequently, ST =
Sti , the union of all exceptional
∀ti ∈T

behavior spaces bounded by each ti , forms the space of
exceptional behaviors due to the execution of F under T
that P must be able to handle.
Definition 4.4: Test Amplification for Exceptional Behavior: transformation T → Amplif iedT where ∀Sti ∈ ST
∃ampti ∈ Amplif iedT designed to cover Sti .
There are three aspects of Amplif iedT worth noticing.
First, program dependencies among the invocations may
limit the reachability of the ST nodes. There may also
be some patterns that are explored through mocking, but
could not be experienced in practice given the design of
the external resource. Second, Amplif iedT may reveal
invocation sequences that were not in SEQT either because
of their order or because they include new calls. Such
sequences can be translated into new tests that enrich T and
consequently ST . Third, as defined, the number of paths
in ST can grow exponentially. To control this growth, we
bound the size of each seqi .

Figure 4.

Amplification Architecture

of R as perceived by P 0 while re-executing the tests. As an
amplified test executes, the explorer will check for two types
of anomalies: abnormal termination (program terminates
due to uncaught exceptions) or abnormal execution time
(duration of amplified test is greater than the non-amplified
by a certain threshold). If either anomaly is detected, the
explorer will generate a trace of invocations to R together
with their outcome. The filter component will then take
those anomalies and report the ones meeting a predefined
criteria such as whether to include amplified tests whose
mocking patterns and outcome were already revealed by
other amplified tests.

Definition 4.5: Bounded Test Amplification for Exceptional Behavior: given a bound k, we define bounded test
amplification for exceptional behaviors as the test transformation, as per Definition 4.4, but on the following exceptional space:
[
STk =
head(seqi , k) × (normal, exceptional)

The description of the approach architecture overlooks
some interesting aspects that we have considered but not
fully developed. First, in this work we pursue exhaustive
exploration of the space in STk . However, the architecture
also allows more selective exploration of the space to accommodate cost-effectiveness tradeoffs. For example, regular
expressions could be provided to the builder to constrain the
space STk to specific exceptional patterns that are known to
be problematic for a particular system or resource. Second,
the dotted line from the explorer to the collector in Figure
4 alludes to the potential for establishing a feedback loop
where the new invocations of the resources or the new
outcomes of existing invocations revealed by the explorer are
used to enrich the STk . Third, the dotted line between builder
and explorer indicates that these processes may be coupled
so that the space is defined incrementally as it is being
explored. So the builder, for example, could define a space
for one pattern and pass it to the explorer, which in turn will
influence the builder in the formation of the rest of STk . This
type of lazy space definition may be particularly effective at
early stages of the amplification where the size of the space
is unknown. Fourth, the types of anomalies considered could
be extended by monitoring for invocation of unexpected
handlers due to exception inheritance, or exceptions that are
subsumed without proper handling. Last, our architecture
does not prescribe how the instrumentation and exploration
should occur. As we shall see, We use AspectJ to provide

∀seqi ∈SEQT

where head(seqi , k) returns the first k elements of each seqi .
C. Approach Architecture

Figure 4 illustrates the architecture for the systematic
amplification of tests. There are five core components.
The sequence collector, takes as input P , R, and T . It
instruments P to capture all calls to R, and it then runs all
tests in T to produce SEQT . Tests that do not contribute
a sequence are dropped so that only T 0 ⊂ T are further
considered. The exceptional space builder takes as input
SEQT , P , R, and bound k. The builder analyzes R to derive
the types of exceptions that the resource can generate. Given
those exception types and SEQT , the builder generates STk ,
a space of the exceptions that may be raised. k is used to
bound the space depth. The mocking component takes P
and R and it generates P 0 so that all invocations to R can
be forced to return an exception of the allowed types. This
component facilitates the exploration of a mocking pattern
consisting of a sequence of invocations to R that may return
normally or raise an exception.
The explorer component systematically attempts to amplify the tests in T 0 to cover STk by mocking the behavior
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mocking capability, but other established frameworks, such
as JMock[9] or EasyMock[24], could also be used.

a reasonable starting value that may be refined over time.
Similarly, we select a length of 10 which seems reasonable
considering the time it takes to explore the exceptional
space of these applications. This decision also echoes with
Jackson’s small scope hypothesis [13] which conjectures
that exhaustive testing up to a small bound will detect
most faults. As described next, our findings confirm this
hypothesis, as the majority of the faults can be detected
with a length of 5. We set the filtering component to remove
duplicate reports (those that include the same failing trace
of invocations to R, thrown exceptions, and test outcome),
whether produced by a single test or across multiple tests.
We assess the effectiveness of the approach by generating Amplif iedT from the unit test suites that came with
the artifacts, and then running the amplified tests on the
respective artifact. We analyze the anomalies revealed by
the amplified tests from two perspectives. First we compare
them against the bug reports in terms of precision (the degree
to which a detected anomaly maps to a bug report in the
repository) and recall (the degree to which bug reports in
the repository are included in the set of detected anomalies).
Second, we check whether anomalies detected on earlier
versions disappear in later versions as the code may have
been fixed but such fix may not have been reported. We
measure costs in terms of the size of the amplified test suite
and the time required to generate and execute it. We discuss
other costs in Section V-D.
The Android applications required different Android API
versions ranging from 1.6 to 2.2. The study was conducted
using a 2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo machine with 4 GB
memory, running Mac OS X 10.6.6.

D. Implementation
In this section we briefly describe the most interesting
aspects of an implementation of our approach in the context
of Java 1.6 programs and JUnit test suites.
Collection and Mocking. We use AspectJ [25] 1.6.10 to
instrument the artifacts to collect SEQT , mock the API calls
and inject exceptions, and to detect anomalies at run-time.
We define point cuts for the sites of the calls to the target
API and an advice that consists of a throw statement for
each type of exception that the invocation can throw. The
exception types are obtained by scanning the API methods
signatures.
Building and Exploration. Our builder and explorer
work independently. First, the builder analyzes the signatures
of the methods in R invoked by P as indicated by SEQ to
determine the type of exceptions they can throw. It then
derives the space of exceptions. The explorer then attempts
to perform a depth-first space search, amplifying each test
with each of its mocking patterns, and running them one
at a time. For each ti ∈ T 0 , the explorer will clone each
k
test up to 2m times, where m is the number of types of
exceptions the invocations can throw, and k is the bound set
by the user. Each cloned test is then coupled with a unique
mocking pattern to amplify its behavior.
The Android Environment. Android applications compile into dex format (Android bytecode) and execute on
the Dalvik VM and the Android Virtual Device (AVD) [8].
This required for us to change their building process so that
AspectJ could apply the advices before the platform-specific
file formats were generated.

B. RQ1: Cost-Effectiveness in Detecting Anomalies

V. E VALUATION

We study this research question by amplifying the unit
tests that came with the artifacts, executing them and analyzing the behaviors they expose.
We start by providing a characterization of the amplified
test suite, Amplif iedT , in Table III. For each artifactresource combination, we report the number of original
tests exercising each one of the resources, the number of
transformed tests, and the time required to execute them. We
omitted the test amplification time for Amplif iedT because
it is trivial (e.g., for the biggest application with the most
tests, Barcode Scanner, the generation time was 24 seconds).
First, we note that the initial test screening process helped
to eliminate many original tests that do not reach the target
exceptional constructs. For example, for Barcode Scanner,
just 18% of the original tests were able to exercise the
external resource android.net. Second, as expected for an
exhaustive testing exploration approach, the number of amplified tests and time required to execute them are generally
large, with the most prominent case being the myTracks
and android.location combination which took more than 27

In this section we address the following research questions
• RQ1: How cost-effective are the amplified tests in
detecting anomalies in exceptional handling code?
• RQ2: To what extent do the detected anomalies represent real faults?
A. Study Design and Implementation
We studied the Android applications and the resources
listed in Table I. For each of those resources, we collected
the checked exceptions their public methods could throw
(i.e., for the android.bluetooth methods that would include
ConnectionTimeoutException, SocketTimeoutException, UnknownHostException).
We set the approach parameters as follow. To set the
approach mocking length we mimic the process a tester
would follow. Ideally a tester would select the smallest
mocking pattern length that still detects all the faults. This
value, however, is not known in advance, and it is different
across programs, tests, and resources. So the tester must pick
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hours to finish. As we later show, our bound choice may
have been too conservative and hence unnecessarily costly.
The cost is compensated, however, with noticeable coverage gains and anomalies detected. The Amplif iedT suite
provides on average a gain of 62% of coverage on the catchblocks, hinting at the potential of the automated amplification to expose new exceptional behavior.
Next, we analyze the impact of these newly explored
behaviors. Table IV accounts for the anomalies the amplified
test suite found, and provides a characterization of the mocking patterns that revealed those anomalies. The amplified
test suite identified 115 unique anomalies, an average of 23
per application. Of those anomalies, 65% corresponded to
mocking patterns that consisted of more than just a single
throw in response to a call to the API. Still, we found that
the average mocking pattern length is just over 3, indicating
that the cost of the approach could be drastically reduced
by selecting much tighter exploration bound.
To better convey the effects of the mocking pattern length
on testing costs and fault detection effectiveness, we reported
the study with lengths 1 and 5. The results were consistent
throughout. The test suite generated with a length of 1 failed
to detect any anomalies as it did not explore a large part
of the interesting exceptional behavior. With a length of 5,
94% of the anomalies detected with a length of 10 were
found with less than 5% of the cost. However, a bound of 5
would have missed 7 anomalies that corresponded to faults
in Keepassdroid and XBMC remote, so the gains may come
at a significant cost for some artifacts.
These data suggest that an amplified test suite can provide
significant coverage gains of exception handling code, detect
many anomalies in existing popular applications, and do so
through the exploration of patterns that are non-trivial yet
concise. We now proceed to investigate these anomalies.

than one throw in response to the API call. This result may
indicate that the “remaining” anomalies represent a type of
faults that is harder to find. For example, in Keepassdroid,
one “remaining” anomaly requires a mocking pattern that
throws an exception on the second of three consecutive
execSQL calls, but succeeds on the first and third calls. This
failing scenario, although possible, is very rare among this
type of resource APIs.
Now we shift to the second step of the assessment on
the detected anomalies, mapping the anomalies to the bug
reports. We compute the percentage of bug reports associated
with the anomalies found and the percentage of anomalies
that are included in the bug reports. The first metric gives
us a notion of the approach completeness (also refer to
as recall) while the second provides a lower bound on
the approach preciseness. We note that both metrics are
inherently limited (e.g., they assume that all faults have been
found and that all found faults have a bug report) but they are
useful to pinpoint strengths and weaknesses of the approach.
The process to map anomalies to bug reports is as follows.
First, we search among the bug repository for instances
of the location (call to target API or exception) where an
anomaly was detected. If the resulting bug report includes a
stack trace, which is the majority of cases, we will match it
with the stack trace associated with the anomaly. Otherwise,
we retrieve the submitted fix to the bug, and inspect the code
to determine if the fix was applied to the ill coded exception
handling module that was captured by the anomaly reported
by the amplified test.
Figure 5 shows the mapping of anomalies to bug reports.
Each bar represents the total number of anomalies detected
by the amplified suite for one artifact, and the three levels of
shade indicate the number of anomalies that were 1) detected
by our approach, fixed by the developers, and matched to
bug reports; 2) detected and fixed in a later version (as per
the previous assessment), but could not be matched; 3) just
detected. Note that an anomaly that was detected, fixed but
not matched could be the result of either: 1) the issue was
fixed as a side effect of other submitted code changes; 2)
the problematic code module was refactored during program
evolution; 3) it was not reported.
Figure 5 suggests that, on average, 66% of the anomalies
can be traced to faults reported in the bug repository.
Furthermore, 11% of the anomalies, although not matched,
are fixed in later versions, indicating that these detected
anomalies do expose exceptional behaviors in practice. On
average, only 23% of the detected anomalies have unconfirmed status, which may constitute faults that are yet to
be found or false positives. For example, myTracks has a
simulation mode through which locations are defined via
a KML file. If such mode is activated, location API calls
cannot fail because they do not interact with real location
providers. Our tool overlooks this possibility and mocks such
API calls, which may lead to false positives.

C. RQ2: Anomalies & Failures
First, we assess the anomalies by executing the amplified tests revealing an anomaly on the newest version of
the applications, evaluating whether the anomalies are still
present.
Table V summarizes our findings. The new versions of
the applications corresponds to the latest version available
on June 2011. Column “Found” was copied from column “#
Anomalies” in Table IV for comparison. Column “Remain”
reports the number of anomalies that still exist in the
newest versions, and columns “# More than one throw” and
“Length” show the characteristics of the mocking patterns
that are used to detect these anomalies. Table V suggests
that the majority of the anomalies (77%) that appear in
older versions are not present in the latest versions, which
adds credibility to the value of the anomalies detected by the
approach. For example, the amplified test that exposed the
fault in Figure 1 did not fail on a newest version. We also
note that the “remaining” anomalies are all induced by more
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Application
Barcode Scanner
Keepassdroid
myTracks
SipDroidVoIP
XBMC remote

Table III
C OST AND C OVERAGE C HARACTERIZATION
# Tests
Amplif iedT
Resource
T0
Amplif iedT
Exec. Time (hrs)
java.net
21
21,504
13.1
android.database
12
12,288
9.5
java.net
27
27,648
20.6
android.database
21
21,504
16.1
android.location
39
39,936
27.6
java.net
32
32,768
21.9
java.net
41
41,984
21.7
android.bluetooth
19
19,456
11.4

Table IV
A NOMALIES D ETECTED
# Anomalies
Mocking Pattern
Application
Detected
# More than
Length
one throw
(avg/max)
Barcode Scanner
19
9 (47.3%)
2.6 / 5
11
9 (81.8%)
5.1 / 10
Keepassdroid
18
10 (55.6%)
2.1 / 5
19
15 (78.9%)
3.4 / 5
myTracks
9
5 (55.6%)
3.2 / 5
SipDroidVoIP
16
9 (56.2%)
1.9 / 4
14
11 (78.6%)
4.8 / 10
XBMC remote
9
6 (66.7%)
3.1 / 4

Original
21%

Coverage
Amplif iedT
81%

12%

75%

7%

81%

10%

74%

23%

76%

Table V
S TATUS OF D ETECTED A NOMALIES IN N EW V ERSIONS OF THE A PPS
Newest # Anomalies
Mocking Pattern Remain
Application
Version Found Remain # More than
Length
one throw
(avg/max)
Barcode Scanner r1692
19
3
3 (100%)
3.3 / 5
11
2
2 (100%)
4/5
Keepassdroid
v1.8
18
3
3 (100%)
3.7 / 5
19
3
3 (100%)
3.7 / 5
myTracks
r314
9
4
4 (100%)
3/5
SipDroidVoIP
r613
16
4
4 (100%)
3.8 / 4
14
4
4 (100%)
3.3 / 5
XBMC remote
r713
9
3
3 (100%)
3.7 / 4

the potentially noisy nature of analyzing bug reports, we
introduced some other threats in this section. More specifically, our choice of versions was deliberate to maximize
the number of faults that could be detected. In practice, the
deltas will be smaller and is not certain how the collected
metrics will be affected. Second, the metrics we utilized are
just partial proxies for the cost-effectiveness of the approach
and are highly context dependent. In a more realistic setting,
the cost of the approach would also include the time required
by developers to interpret the tool’s outputs and exclude the
false positives. Third, our focus was on particular types of
exceptions that we deemed interesting based on our experience. Although the approach is applicable to other exception
handling constructs and resources, its cost-effectiveness may
vary according to the difficulties associated with particular
the resources.

Figure 6 shows the mapping from bug reports associated
with external resources to the anomalies. The shaded portions of the bars represent bug reports that were detected by
Amplif iedT , and the white parts represent bugs that were
reported as anomalies. On average, 65% of the reported bugs
are matched to the anomalies detected by Amplif iedT . We
then proceeded to analyze those numbers in more detail to
determine under which circumstances our approach failed
to detect a reported bug. The most common reason was the
limited coverage of the available unit test suite. For example,
myTracks Issue #172 describes a crash when saving a new
marker to a track. The triggering condition for this bug
requires pausing and resuming tracking before inserting a
new marker. This work flow, however, was not covered by
any of the original tests. A second reason was the lack of
control on some of the external factors other than the invocation of resource APIs. For example, myTracks issue #137
describes a bug where the user gets many error messages
when trying to upload tracks to the Google Maps service.
Reproducing the bug requires controlling two factors: a
Google authentication API that fails all the time, and a
specific scheduling order for two threads. Our approach
controls the first factor, but does not have control over the
second.
While the first shortcoming can be addressed by devoting
more testing efforts, the second issue requires extending our
approach to include a more sophisticated instrumentation
mechanism to capture and replay the threads schedule.

E. Extended Domain and Alternative Approach
In this section we compare the proposed approach against
the CAR-Miner tool developed by Thummalapenta et al.
[22]. This tool represents one of the latest attempts targeting
the detection of errors in exception handling code. Instead
of amplifying or generating a test suite, CAR-Miner mines
exception handling rules from the source code of a pool
of applications and then checks whether a target program
violates those rules.
Our comparison with CAR-Miner is focused on HsqlDB,
the artifact on which CAR-Miner detected the most faults
[22]. HsqlDB is a database application with almost 30KLoc
in version 1.7.1 (the one used in the original study) and 551
unit tests. We take advantage of the public availability of
this application to examine its bug reports as we did for the

D. Threats to Validity
In addition to the limitations we mentioned in Section
II regarding the scope of the programs we studied and
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other faults from the repository. One such instance, bug
report #1800705, shows a case where a raised exception
caused a DB connection not to close properly. Again, since
the exception is not thrown by an API call in the method but
rather by a a custom function that re-throws exceptions for
the API nested inside, CAR-Miner is not able to detect it.
In terms of false positives, as expected, a mining approach
is less beneficial with over 85% of false positives (51
anomalies reported from which 7 were confirmed faults).
For our approach, the same criteria gives a false positive
rate of 59% (9 of 22 were confirmed bugs).
F. Preliminary Case Study
Figure 5.

To start addressing some of the limitations we identified
in terms of the scope of the work and its lack of development
context, we performed a case study of the approach assisting
Android applications developers. Our case study occurs
in the convenient context of BusLinc [12], an application
for the Android platform being developed by a team of
senior Computer Science students at University of NebraskaLincoln, two professional Android developers, and the IT
division of the Lincoln StarTran transportation service. The
application communicates with StarTran’s location server
and, combined with a smartphone’s current location, can
provide users detailed bus route, nearest bus stop, and realtime bus schedule information.
The application primarily uses two types of resource
APIs, a network API that communicates with a server, and
a location API that is used to obtain the device physical
location. We use our approach to assist with the testing of
exception handling behaviors of the network API, which was
used more extensively than the location API. We generated
2048 amplified tests based on just two automated system
tests provided by the developers. In 24 minutes the approach
reported 4 distinct anomalies, all of which were terminations
caused by poorly handled exceptions, and involved complex
mocking patterns.
One such anomaly reflected a situation where the network
communication succeeded in checking server availability
and route updates, but failed at retrieving the actual bus
routes. Consequently, the route object was stored as a null
pointer and a subsequent reference to the object crashed
the application. Two other anomalies of similar type were
detected, one for checking out the bus stops, the other for
vehicles. The last anomaly was associated with the logic for
displaying a route on the Google Maps overlay, where the
waypoints on the route were null objects due to a network
failure in updating them.
We met with two of the developers to gain further insights
on these anomalies. During the meeting, the developers
were directed towards the code locations with the poorly
implemented exception handlers that cause the crashes, and
were asked to construct failing scenarios for the network API
usage that could lead to these crashes. After 15 minutes, the

Mapping Detected Anomalies to Bug Reports

Figure 6.

Mapping Bug Reports to Anomalies

Android applications in Section II. The examination of 178
confirmed bug reports that led to code revisions revealed that
58 of them (32%) were caused by poorly handled exceptions
and 14 of them were caused by the external resource java.db
(the core external resource used by this application). This
seems to indicate that the proper handling of exceptions in
HsqlDB is as challenging as for the Android applications,
but the effect of external resources is smaller as the Android
applications seem to rely more heavily on external sensors
and communication services.
CAR-Miner detected 51 instances of broken rules in
HsqlDB and the authors were able to map 10 of those to
bug reports. Upon closer examination we noticed that three
of those bug reports were later rejected by the developers,
which leaves CAR-Miner with seven broken rules that map
to reported bugs. One of these three instances, #1896443
is particularly interesting because it points to one of the
limitations of this type of approaches caused by the use
of intraprocedural analysis which means that complicated
exception handling patterns are often missed.
Amplifying the HsqlDB test suite with our approach
resulted in 97,280 amplified tests that take 23.7 hours to
execute and find 22 anomalies. Among the anomalies found
are the 7 confirmed faults found by CAR-Miner, and two
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developers failed to identify scenarios for any of the four
failures. We then provided and explained the failure reports.
With those at hand, the developers recognized and confirmed
the problems. Based on these preliminary findings, it seems
that the approach was useful in revealing non-obvious problems with their exception handling constructs.

is similar to ours in that we both adopt mechanisms for
mocking the APIs. The difference is that this approach is
guided to cover the exceptional edges while ours attempts
an exhaustive coverage of mocking patterns.
Our work was inspired by Jackson et al. small scope
hypothesis [13] and by its application to testing by Coppit
et al. [5]. In addition, although not targeting exceptions,
we are aware of complementary approaches that target
unreliable and noisy resources used by ubiquitous context
aware applications [16], [23], [28].

VI. R ELATED W ORK
Our work relates to techniques aimed at detecting faults in
exception-handling constructs. This includes efforts in two
areas: mining specifications and coverage representations.
Techniques to mine specifications of exceptional behavior (e.g., [1], [22], [26]) operate by mining rules from a
pool of source code and then checking a target program
for violations of the mined rules. The existing techniques
vary in the type of rule structure they target, the scope
of the analysis, how the pool is built, and the challenges
introduced by the target programming language. So, for
example, while Thummalapenta et al. [22] use conditional
rules, intraprocedural analysis, a pool of code enriched with
code from a public repository, and Java code, Acharya et
al. [1] use association rules in C code which does not
support explicit try-catch structures. All these approaches’
performance depends on the quality of the pool of source
code, the precision and completeness of the analysis, and the
training parameters that define what constitutes an anomaly.
It is not evident from the reported studies whether exception
handling constructs that can take so many different forms
and occur in such large scopes can be effectively mined as
rules. Our approach is different from these techniques in that
it transforms the problem into a space exploration problem
and systemically traverses the space to find faults.
The second thread of related work focuses on the development of more precise flow representations and analyses that
include control flow edges to and from exception structures
[4], [10], [11], [15], [17]. Sinha et. al [17] were among the
first to build a program representation with explicit exception
constructs, i.e. throw statements and try-catch-finally structures, and propose the use of this representation to calculate
links between exceptions and their corresponding handlers.
Later, they propose to use this information to build a toolset
that helps with test case selection and maintenance [18].
Choi et.al [4] proposed one of the many refinements that
followed, either to improve efficiency (e.g., by grouping
edges by types) or preciseness (e.g., by combining the static
analysis with some form of dynamic analysis for refinement
[3]). Robillard et al. introduced a model and a static analysis
tool, Jex, that adopted a similar approach but oriented
towards providing development support [15]. Fu et. al [10],
[11] extended the control-flow analysis by considering rethrowing exceptions which they argue is common among
layered software, and by using the results of exception-flow
analysis to improve the coverage of exception handling code
through dynamic fault injection. This last piece of work

VII. C ONCLUSION
We have introduced a simple yet cost-effective approach
aimed at amplifying existing tests to validate exception handling code associated with external resources. The technical
merit of the approach resides in defining the challenge as a
coverage problem over the space of potential exceptional behavior, and the systematic manipulation of the environment
to cover that space. Although our focus was motivated by
faults triggered by noisy and unreliable external resources,
the approach could be beneficial in other scenarios where
there is limited understanding or confidence on an API.
The findings of our studies indicate that amplified suites
are powerful enough to report anomalies for 65% of the
reported faults of this kind, and precise enough that 77%
of the detected anomalies led to code fixes. Our approach
outperforms a state of the art approach in precision and
recall. In addition, the preliminary case study illustrates the
approach potential to assist developers.
There are several directions to build on this work. We
want to enable more selective exploration of the exceptional
space by introducing a language to specify the mocking
patterns. Going a bit further, we are interested in studying the
interplay between the proposed approach and more precise
control flow representations and analysis that may help
inform what mocking patterns are worth exploring, and what
tests may not be worth transforming given the paths they
traverse. In the longer term, we are interested in investigating
other test transformations that exploit existing test suites to
cost-effectively improve the validation process.
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